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Components and Dynamics of DNA Replication
Complexes in S. cerevisiae: Redistribution
of MCM Proteins and Cdc45p during S Phase
Oscar M. Aparicio, Deborah M. Weinstein, In S. cerevisiae, the origin recognition complex (ORC)
is the foremost candidate for the initiator protein. Thisand Stephen P. Bell*
six-polypeptide complex (Orc1p±Orc6p) binds the A andDepartment of Biology
B1 elements of yeast replicators in an ATP-dependentMassachusetts Institute of Technology
reaction. Mutations in the A or B1 elements reduce orCambridge, Massachusetts 02139
abolish origin activity and result in a commensurate re-
duction in ORC DNA binding (Bell and Stillman, 1992;
Marahrens and Stillman, 1994; Rao and Stillman, 1995;Summary
Rowley et al., 1995). Analyses of DNA replication inter-
mediates in yeast strains harboring conditional-lethalIn S. cerevisiae, the chromatin structure of DNA repli-
ORC mutations show that ORC is required for initiationcation origins changes as cells become competent for
of DNA replication (Fox et al., 1995; Liang et al., 1995).DNA replication, suggesting that G1 phase-specific
Biochemical analysis of ORC and its interaction withassociation of replication factors with origin DNA reg-
replicator DNA indicates that ORC is an ATPase whoseulates entry into S phase. We demonstrate that ORC,
activity is modulated by origin DNA binding; however,Cdc45p, and MCM proteins are components of prerep-
the role of ATP hydrolysis in ORC function is not knownlication complexes (pre-RC). The MCM-origin associa-
(Klemm et al., 1997).tion is dependent upon ORC and Cdc6p. During S
The chromatin structure of DNA replication originsphase, MCM proteins and Cdc45p dissociate from
oscillates between a prereplicative complex (pre-RC) inorigin DNA and associate with nonorigin DNA with
G1 phase cells and a postreplicative complex (post-similar kinetics as DNAPolymerase e, which is present
RC) in S, G2, and M phase cells (Diffley et al., 1994;at DNA replication forks. Our results identify protein
Santocanale and Diffley, 1996). The post-RC DNAse Icomponents of the pre-RC and a novel replication
protection pattern is similar to the footprint generatedcomplex appearing at the G1/S transition (the RC), and
by ORC DNA binding in vitro (Diffley and Cocker, 1992).suggest that after initiation MCM proteins and Cdc45p
The pre-RC chromatin structure is characterized by amove with eukaryotic replication forks.
more extensive region of DNase I protection and, unlike
the post-RC, requires the activity of Cdc6p, a protein
required for the initiation of DNA replication (CockerIntroduction
et al., 1996). Thus, the pre-RC and post-RC are dis-
tinguished by their appearance at different cell cycleThe eukaryotic cell cycle is divided into four periods,
stages and differential dependence on Cdc6p. Impor-G1, S, G2, and M phase, during which distinct processes
tantly, entry into S phase requires establishment of theparticipate in the creation of a pair of genetically identi-
pre-RC, and disassembly of the pre-RC correlates withcal cells from a single precursor. In S phase, cells du-
the G1/S transition (Diffley et al., 1994; Santocanale and
plicate their genome by initiating DNA replication at
Diffley, 1996). S phase cyclin-dependent kinases (CDKs)
multiple chromosomal sites termed origins of DNA repli-
may provide the signal to initiate DNA replication and
cation. Chromosomal replication in prokaryotic cellsand
inhibit reformation of the pre-RC after initiation (Dah-
eukaryotic viruses is regulated by protein±DNA interac-
mann et al., 1995; Piatti et al., 1995). Together, these
tions occurring at a cis-acting site termed a replicator.
results suggest that ORC is bound to yeast origins
The replicator DNA is recognized by an initiator protein
throughout the cell cycle and that in G1 phase additional
that is responsible for recruiting additional replication replication factors assemble at origins in preparation for
factors to this site. This assembly of proteins initiates
initiation of replication. Although ORC and Cdc6p are
unwinding of the origin DNA providing the appropriate
prominent candidates, the proteins components of the
structure for RNA priming and DNA synthesis (Jacob et
pre-RC have not been identified.
al., 1963; Baker and Kornberg, 1992). The minichromosome maintenance (MCM) proteins
In the yeast Saccharomyces cerevisiae, chromosomal are also candidates for components of the pre-RC. The
replicators were first identified as DNA sequences able MCM protein family consists of six related proteins
to promote the replication of episomal DNA. These short (Mcm2p±Mcm7p) that are conserved among eukaryotes
DNA sequences are referred to as autonomously repli- and share a 240 amino acid region with similarity to DNA-
cating sequences (ARSs), and a subset of ARSs was dependent ATPases (reviewed in Chong et al., 1996).
shown to act as replicators in their native chromosomal Analyses of yeast strains with mutations in MCM genes
loci (reviewed in Newlon and Theis, 1993). Mutational indicate a role of these gene products in DNA replication
analyses of ARS elements have shown that they are (Moir et al., 1982; Maine et al., 1984; Gibson et al., 1990;
composed of multiple 10±15 bp DNA elements, referred Hennessy et al., 1991; Yan et al., 1991). Numerous stud-
to as A and B elements. Mutation of the A element ies in yeast and other eukaryotes suggest that the MCM
eliminates origin function, and mutation of a B element proteins function as a complex and interact with ORC,
reduces the frequency of origin firing (reviewed in Bell, Cdc45p, and the Cdc7p/Dbf4p kinase (reviewed in Dutta
1995). and Bell, 1997). In Xenopus cells the MCM proteins are
associated with detergent-stable chromatin prepara-
tions, and this association is dependent on XlCdc6p and* To whom correspondence should be addressed.
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XlORC (Coleman et al., 1996; Romanowski et al., 1996a;
Rowles et al., 1996). A similar analysis in yeast demon-
strated that MCM proteins exhibit Cdc6p-dependent as-
sociation with total chromatin during G1 and that this
association diminishes as cells progress through S
phase (Donovan et al., 1997). The function of the MCM
proteins in DNA replication and the role of origin DNA
in recruiting MCM proteins to the chromatin remain to
be determined.
In this report, we have used in vivo chemical cross-
linking to identify protein components of the prereplica-
tive and postreplicative complexes of yeast origins of
DNA replication. Our results show that ORC specifically
binds to origin DNA throughout the cell cycle and that
Mcm4p, Mcm7p, and Cdc45p associate with the ORC-
origin complex during G1. Intriguingly, we find that as
the pre-RC is dismantled at the beginning of S phase,
the MCM proteins and Cdc45p change their DNAassoci- Figure 1. Sequence-Dependent Association of ORC with Replica-
tion Origins In Vivoation from origin to nonorigin DNA sequences. Compari-
(A) Lane 1: strain OAy470 (no Tag); lanes 2±6: strain OAy503 (Orc1p-son of the MCM±DNA and Cdc45p±DNA interactions
HA), lane 2 was not treated with formaldehyde (no X-link), lanes 3±6with those of DNA Pole suggests that the MCM proteins
were treated with formaldehyde (with X-link), lanes 4±6 are 2.5-foldand Cdc45p are components of the eukaryotic replica-
serial dilutions of the template DNA; lanes 7±11 are strains OAy576-
tion fork. OAy580, respectively, which harbor the indicated wild-type or mu-
tant ARS1 allele at the native locus.
(B) ORC mutations eliminate specific ORC-origin association.Results
Strains OAy423 (wild-type, lanes 12 and 15), OAy422 (orc1±161,
lanes13 and16), and OAy446 (orc2±1, lanes14 and 17) were blocked
To identify the protein components of complexes as- in G2/M with nocodazole at 238C. The arrested cultures were split
sembled at origins of replication, we have used a chro- and half was incubated at 378C for 1 hr while the other half was
maintained at 238C. In each case, the nocodazole cell cycle blockmatin immunoprecipitation assay (Hecht et al., 1996;
was maintained.Strahl-Bolsinger et al., 1997). This method involved
Chromatin-containing extracts were prepared from formaldehydetreatment of living cells with formaldehyde to cross-link
cross-linked cells and immunoprecipitated with anti-HA monoclonalprotein-DNA and protein±protein complexes, followed antibody (A) or with antibodies to Orc2p and Orc3p (B) (equivalent
by preparation of chromatin-containing extracts. The results were obtained with only anti-Orc3p monoclonal antibodies).
resulting chromatin was sheared, and the protein of in- Precipitated DNA was amplified by PCR with primers specific to
ARS1, ARS305, and URA3 DNA and analyzed by PAGE and EtBrterest and any associated DNA were immunoprecipi-
staining. PCR products from the corresponding input DNA samplestated. Next, the protein-DNA cross-links were reversed,
are shown in the lower panels.and the associated DNA was subjected to PCR analysis
to test for coprecipitation of specific DNA sequences.
and that immunoprecipitation of Orc1p-HA resulted inDifferent PCR primer pairs were used to assess the
a 40-fold enrichment of origin sequences (0.4% copre-relative efficiency by which the protein of interest copre-
cipitated) compared with nonorigin sequences (0.01%cipitated different segments of DNA.
coprecipitated).
Precipitation of ARS1 DNA by ORC required an intact
ORC Specifically Binds to Replication ORC DNA-binding site and wild-type ORC. Mutation of
Origins In Vivo the A element of ARS1 eliminated coprecipitation of
Initially, we tested the ability of hemagglutinin-tagged ARS1 DNA by Orc1p-HA (Figure 1A, lane 8). Mutation
Orc1p (Orc1p-HA) to mediate the immunoprecipitation of the ARS1 B1 element led to a 10-fold reduction of
of origin DNA sequences. Immunoprecipitation of Orc1p- ARS1 association with Orc1p-HA (Figure 1A, lane 9),
HA resulted in the retention of origin DNA from the ARS1 indicating that the B1 element is important for ORC
and ARS305 chromosomal origins, as detected by PCR binding to origins in vivo. Mutations in the B2 and B3
amplification (Figure 1A, lane 3). Coprecipitation of the elements of ARS1 (Marahrens and Stillman, 1992) did
origin DNA depended upon formaldehyde cross-linking not appreciably reduce the association of ORC with
and was not observed with untagged Orc1p (Figure 1A, ARS1. We next tested if mutations in ORC subunits
lanes 1 and 2). Conversely, nonorigin sequences, such altered the ability of ORC to coprecipitate origin DNA.
as URA3, were not precipitated above background lev- Yeast strains that harbored temperature-sensitive al-
els observed in untagged strains (Figure 1A, compare leles of either ORC1 or ORC2 were arrested at G2/M
lanes 1 and 3); analysis of several other nonorigin se- with the microtubule depolymerizing drug nocodazole
quences yielded similar results (data not shown). PCR (this cell cycle arrest point provided the strongest signal
analysis of the DNA prior to immunoprecipitation (input of ORC-origin association; see below). These experi-
DNA) showed that equal amounts of each DNA fragment ments used monoclonal antibodies directed against
were present in the chromatin extracts (Figure 1, Input Orc2p and Orc3p, and the mutant ORCs were not modi-
DNA). Titration of immunoprecipitated DNA indicated fied with HA. Both mutant ORC complexes showed sig-
nificant defects in the ability to coprecipitate ARS1 andthat the PCR amplification was within the linear range
Dynamic Origin Complexes
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Figure 3. Genetic Analysis of ORC-Origin Interactions in the Pre-
RC and the Post-RC
Strains OAy423 (wild-type, lanes 1, 3, 9, and 11) and OAy561
(cdc6±1, lanes 2, 4, 10, and 12), OAy558 (wild-type, lanes 5, 7, 13,
and 15) and OAy559 (cdc46±1, lanes 6, 8, 14, and 16) were blocked
in late G1 with a factor or in G2/M with nocodazole at 238C. The
arrested cultures were split, and half was incubated at 378C for 1
hr while the other half was maintained at 238C. In all cases, the
indicated cell cycle block was maintained. Chromatin immunopre-
cipitations were performed as described for Figure 1B.
are likely to reflect association of ORC with the origin
and not just Orc1p (data not shown).
The inhibition of origin coprecipitation with ORC inFigure 2. ORC-Origin Association throughout the Cell Cycle
G1 cells could be explained in two ways. ORC may notStrain OAy503 (Orc1p-HA) was synchronized in late G1 with a factor
and released from the block at 238C (T 5 0 min). Following the 84 be strongly associated with origins at this stage of the
min time point, a factor was added to block the cells in the next cell cycle. Alternatively, other proteins bound to ORC or
G1 phase. At 12 min intervals, samples were fixed for chromatin- origin DNA during G1 may interfere with ORC±antibody
immunoprecipitation analysis with anti-HA antibody, FACS analysis,
interactions, thus inhibiting immunoprecipitation of ORC.and budding-index determination. The percentage of unbudded
Components of the pre-RC represent likely factors re-cells is shown to the right of the FACS profile.
sponsible for this interference. To address the latter
hypothesis, we disrupted the pre-RC using a tempera-
ture-sensitive allele of CDC6 (Cocker et al., 1996). In-
ARS305 DNA (Figure 1B). This finding strongly suggests cubation at the nonpermissive temperature of a G1-
that these mutations render ORC defective in DNA bind- arrested yeast strain harboring a temperature-sensitive
ing. Because ORC is associated with origins at G2/M allele of CDC6 increased the efficiency of origin DNA
and this interaction is disrupted by ORC mutations, we precipitation by ORC to a level equivalent to that of
conclude that ORC is a component of the post-RC. wild-type cells at G2/M (Figure 3, lanes 1±4 and 11).
Inactivation of Cdc6p in G2/M-blocked cells had no ef-
Immunoprecipitation of ORC-Origin Complexes fect on coprecipitation of origin DNA (Figure 3, lanes 11
Is Inhibited by the Pre-RC and 12). These data support the hypothesis that the
To examine the association of ORC with origin DNA weak precipitation of ORC-associated origin sequences
during cell cycle progression, a time course of immuno- in G1 cells is due to occlusion by the pre-RC and argue
precipitation, using cells synchronized with a factor that ORC is a component of the pre-RC.
pheromone and released into the cell cycle, was per- Since preventing pre-RC formation by inactivating
formed. This analysis revealed that coprecipitation of Cdc6p resulted in increased ORC-origin immunoprecipi-
origin DNA with ORC was weak during G1 and sharply tation in G1, we hypothesized that other mutations that
increased at the G1/S transition (Figure 2). In this experi- disrupt the pre-RC would also increase immunoprecipi-
ment, cells released from the initial G1 arrest were re- tation of the ORC-origin complex in G1 cells. To address
blocked at the subsequent G1 with a factor. As the the possibility that MCM proteins functioned at the pre-
cells arrested in G1, Orc1p-HA-mediated precipitation RC, we tested a yeast strain containing a temperature-
of origin DNA was again inhibited (Figure 2). Coprecipita- sensitive mutation in MCM5 (cdc46-1) for ORC-origin
tion of nonorigin DNA did not vary during the cell cycle coprecipitation during G1. Similar to the effect of inacti-
(Figure 2, URA3). Similar results were obtained using vating Cdc6p, this strain exhibited an increase in ORC-
monoclonal antibodies against Orc3p, indicating that mediated coprecipitation of origin DNA at the nonper-
missive temperature during G1 but not during G2/Mthe cell cycle±dependent changes in origin precipitation
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(Figure 3, lanes 5±8 and 13±16). These findings suggest
that MCM proteins are components of the pre-RC.
MCM Proteins Are Components
of the Prereplicative Complex
To address directly the presence of MCM and other
proteins at the origin, we constructed strains with HA-
epitope-tagged Cdc6p (Cdc6p-HA), Cdc45p (Cdc45p-
HA), Mcm4p (Mcm4p-HA), or Mcm7p (Mcm7p-HA). Each
of these tagged proteins fully substituted for the wild-
type protein and was the only form of that protein pres-
ent in the cell. To accommodate the possibility that
interactions of these proteins at origins were restricted
to a segment of the cell cycle, we synchronized cells
in late G1 with a factor or in G2/M with nocodazole.
Mcm4p-HA, Mcm7p-HA, and Cdc45p-HA were specifi-
cally associated with origins during late G1 but not in
cells arrested at G2/M (Figure 4A). Quantification of
these data indicated that Mcm4p-HA and Mcm7p-HA
showed a 20-fold enrichment for origin sequences in
G1 (0.1% origin versus 0.005% of nonorigin sequences
retained). Immunoprecipitation of Cdc6p-HA did not re-
sult in enriched retention of origin DNA at the G1 or
G2/M blocks (Figure 4A).
To determine if ORC and Cdc6p are required for the
association of MCM proteins with origins, Mcm4p-HA
and Mcm7p-HA were introduced separately into yeast
strains containing temperature-sensitive mutations in
ORC1 or CDC6. The association of origin DNA with the
MCM proteins was reduced in the orc1 and cdc6 mutant
strains at the nonpermissive temperature (Figure 4B,
lanes 15 and 16; data not shown). Thus, both Orc1p and
Figure 4. Cell Cycle±Dependent Associationof Replication ProteinsCdc6p function are required for the association of MCM
with Origin DNAproteins with replication origins. Based on the G1-spe-
(A) Strains OAy470 (no tag), OAy568 (Cdc6p-HA), OAy617 (Cdc45p-cific, Cdc6p-dependent association of Mcm4p and
HA), OAy534 (Mcm7p-HA), and OAy535 (Mcm4p-HA) were arrested
Mcm7p, we conclude that MCM proteins are compo- in late G1 with a factor (lanes 1±5) or in G2/M with nocodazole (lanes
nents of the pre-RC. 6±10) at 238C.
(B) ORC1- and CDC6-dependent association of Mcm4p with origin
DNA. OAy535 (Mcm4p-HA), OAy539 (Mcm4p-HA, orc1±161), andDynamic Interaction of MCM Proteins with Origin
OAy554 (Mcm4p-HA, cdc6±1) were arrested with a factor at 238C.and Nonorigin DNA during S Phase
Half of each culture was shifted to 378C (lanes 14±16) while the otherOur data indicate that MCM proteins are associated with
half was maintained at 238C (lanes 11±13) and incubations were
origin DNA during G1 but not G2/M. To investigate the continued in the presence of a factor for 1 hr.
transition between these two states, we assessed the These cells were fixed with formaldehyde and subjected to chroma-
association of MCM proteins with origin and nonorigin tin-immunoprecipitation analysis with anti-HA antibody.
DNA during the cell cycle.Two complementary cell cycle
analyses of MCM-mediated precipitation of origin DNA
to background levels as S phase was completed. Theseshowed that Mcm4p-HA associated with origins in a
results are in striking contrast to the origin-specific as-periodic manner (Figure 5). Cells were blocked in late
sociation of ORC throughout the cell cycle. AnalogousM phase (cdc15±2) or in late G1 (a factor) and released
experiments with Mcm7p-HA and Cdc45p-HA revealedinto the cell cycle. In late M phase, no specific coprecipi-
similar patterns of DNA association with origin and non-tation of origin DNA was observed (Figure 5A, 0 min).
origin DNA during the cell cycle (data not shown andIn late G1, Mcm4p-HA was specifically associated with
see below). These data suggest that the MCM proteinsARS1 and ARS305 (Figure 5B, 0 min). Upon release from
and Cdc45p act at origins in a very early step of replica-either cell cycle block, coprecipitation of origin DNA
tion, after which they redistribute to nonorigin DNA earlyincreased and peaked at the time of the G1/S transition.
in S phase.The association of Mcm4p-HA with origin DNA dimin-
ished as S phase ensued and was not detected dur-
Are MCM Proteins and Cdc45p Componentsing G2 and M phases (Figure 5). Simultaneous with the
of Replication Forks?decrease in Mcm4p-origin DNA association, Mcm4p-
The redistribution of MCM proteins from origin to nonori-HA became associated with nonorigin DNA (Figure 5,
gin DNA during S phase presented the intriguing possi-URA3). Consistent with this redistribution of Mcm4p oc-
bility that the MCM proteins and Cdc45p are compo-curring in concert with the replication process, copre-
cipitation of the nonorigin URA3 sequence diminished nents of the replication fork. We therefore compared
Dynamic Origin Complexes
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Figure 5. Mcm4p-DNA Association through-
out the Cell Cycle
(A) Strain OAy556 (cdc15±2, Mcm4p-HA) was
synchronized in late M (telophase) by incuba-
tion at the cdc15±2 nonpermissive tempera-
ture and released by shifting to 238C.
(B) Strain OAy535 (Mcm4p-HA) was synchro-
nized in late G1 with a factor and released
at 238C.
At 12 min intervals, samples were fixed for
chromatin-immunoprecipitation analysis with
anti-HA antibody, FACS analysis, and bud-
ding-index determination. The percentage of
unbudded cells is shown to the right of each
FACS profile. Cells released from a cdc15±2
block are delayed in cytokinesis resulting in
the 2N to 4N shift in the DNA content as a
result of replication. For budding-index deter-
mination, large-budded cells at the cdc15±2
block and persisting after release were
scored as two unbudded cells.
the MCM-DNA and Cdc45p-DNA association profiles to S phase (and G2 and M), the pattern and timing of
Mcm4p and Cdc45p coprecipitation of origin and nonor-that of DNA Pole. Analysis of DNA Pole function strongly
suggests that it acts at the replication fork to replicate igin DNA was strikingly similar to that mediated by Pole-
HA (Figure 6). At the start of replication, all three proteinsone strand of the DNA (Sugino, 1995; Shcherbakova
and Pavlov, 1996; Zlotkin et al., 1996). To monitor the began to dissociate from origin DNA and became asso-
ciated first with nonorigin DNA 8 kb distant from eitherprogress of a replication fork, we analyzed the temporal
association of DNA Pole with DNA sequences spanning origin (305 1 8 kb and 306 1 8 kb) and subsequently
with the more distal sequence (17 kb; Figure 6). As Sthe ARS305 to ARS306 chromosomal region. Previous
analyses of this 35 kb chromosomal region have shown phase was completed, associations with nonorigin DNA
diminished and remained low until the following S phasethat both ARS305 and ARS306 are highly active, early
replicating chromosomal origins. Initiation at these ori- (DNA Pole-HA) or G1 phase (MCM4p-HA and Cdc45p-
HA; Figure 6). The increased association with nonorigingins results in two converging replication forks duplicat-
ing the intervening region, which contains no other ori- DNA sequences during S phase was not observed in
strains harboring Orc1p-HA (Figure 2) or lacking an HA-gins or ARS elements (Newlon et al., 1991; Zhu et al.,
1992). We analyzed five sequences within this interval tagged protein (Figure 6).
To further inhibit replication fork movement, weincluding the two origin sequences and three nonorigin
sequences (Figure 6A). treated cells with hydroxyurea (HU), which inhibits ribo-
nucleotide reductase, thus reducing the concentrationIf the MCMs, Cdc45p, and DNA Pole are associated
with replication forks, these proteins would be expected of deoxyribonucleotides in the cell and eventually inhib-
iting DNA synthesis. Because both ARS305 and ARS306to exhibit progressively later association with DNA se-
quences increasingly distant from origin DNA. Chroma- initiate very early in S phase, we reasoned that these
origins will initiate DNA replication prior to inhibition oftin immunoprecipitations of Mcm4p-HA, Cdc45p-HA,
and DNA Pole-HA were performed on strains synchro- DNA synthesis and that the normally brief association
of a replication fork with certain DNA sequences wouldnized in late G1 with a factor and released from the cell
cycle block at 168C (the rate of DNA replication at higher be extended as DNA replication slows. Yeast strains
containing either Mcm4p-HA or Pole-HA were releasedtemperatures reduced the resolution of this analysis).
In contrast to the specific coprecipitation of origin DNA from the a factor block into hydroxyurea-containing me-
dium at 238C, and coprecipitation of sequences in theby Mcm4p-HA and Cdc45p-HA in late G1 (Figures 6B
and 6D), DNA Pole-HA only became associated with ARS305-ARS306 region was analyzed (Figure 7). As with
the previous experiment, the patterns of Mcm4p-HA andorigin DNAat the G1/S transition (Figure6C). Throughout
Cell
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Figure 6. Mcm4p, Cdc45p, and DNA Pole Associate with Origin and Nonorigin DNA during S Phase
(A) Schematic of the ARS305±ARS306 region on the left arm of chromosome 3. The line represents a segment of the chromosome with the
ovals indicating the sites of the origins. The thick bars show the relative positions of the five sequences analyzed. Arrows indicate the direction
of replication fork movement.
(B±D) Strains OAy535 (Mcm4p-HA, [B]), OAy618 (Pole-HA, [C]), and OAy617 (Cdc45p-HA, [D]) were synchronized in late G1 with a factor and
released at 168C (time 5 0 min). Samples were collected and analyzed as described in Figure 5 except that primers specific to five unique
sequences in the ARS305±ARS306 region were used. PCR reactions of the immunoprecipitated DNA are shown in the upper panels of (B)±(D).
DNA from the 48 min sample (B) and the 60 min samples (C and D) and 2-fold serial dilutions of these were subjected to PCR amplification
with the ARS305 primers (Titrations). The percentage of immunoprecipitated DNA (% Bound, see Experimental Procedures) is graphed as
closed squares for each experimental sample and as open squares for control immunoprecipitations of the untagged strain (OAy470). The
scale maximums for the % Bound are 0.40, 0.12, and 0.17, in (B), (C), and (D), respectively.
DNA Pole-HA association were distinct during G1 but and Cdc45p, like DNA Pole, are components of replica-
tion forks.similar during S phase. Mcm4p-HA associated with ori-
gin DNA during G1 (Figure 7A) whereas DNA Pole-HA
only becameassociated with origin DNAas cells entered Discussion
S phase (Figure 7B). During S phase, the dissociation
of DNA Pole-HA and Mcm4p-HA from origin DNA was ORC Is Bound to Prereplicative
delayed, and the peak association of both proteins with and Postreplicative Origins
adjacent nonorigin sequences (305 1 8 kb and 306 1 8 In this report, we have presented strong evidence that
kb) was similarly delayed (Figure 7). Notably, association ORC is a component of both the prereplicative complex
with the 17 kb sequence was not observed with either and the postreplicative complex. Three lines of evidence
protein, consistent with the eventual inhibition of DNA support our conclusion that ORC is present in the pre-
synthesis by HU (Figure 7, see FACS analysis). The se- RC. First, association of MCM proteins with origins in
quential associations of Mcm4p-HA, Cdc45p-HA, and G1 was dependent upon ORC. Because ORC itself
DNA Pole-HA with DNA at increasing distances from cross-links to origin DNA, the most direct interpretation
replication origins, as well as the similar effects of hy- is that ORC DNA binding is a prerequisite for MCM-
droxyurea on the Mcm4p±HA and DNA Pole±HA inter- origin association in G1 (i.e., pre-RC assembly). Second,
the reduced coprecipitation of ORC-origin complexesactions with DNA strongly suggest the MCM proteins
Dynamic Origin Complexes
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Figure 7. Mcm4p-DNA and Pole-DNA Asso-
ciations in S Phase Blocked Cells
Strains OAy535 (Mcm4p-HA, [A]) and OAy618
(Pole-HA, [B]) were synchronized in late G1
with a factor and released into medium con-
taining hydroxyurea at 238C (time 5 0 min).
Samples were collected, analyzed, and quan-
tified as in Figure 6. PCR reactions of the
immunoprecipitated DNA are shown. The
graphs are labeled as in Figure 6 except the%
boundmaximum is 0.14 for both experiments.
in G1 cells was alleviated by mutations that reduced the appear to act as a complex, our results suggest that
the entire MCM complex localizes to origins during G1.activity of Mcm5p (a likely component of the pre-RC;
see below) or Cdc6p (required for establishment of the Cdc45p is an essential replication factor that physically
associates with Mcm5p and displays genetic interac-pre-RC), suggesting that the pre-RC structure occluded
origin-bound ORC from immunoprecipitation. Third, al- tions with five of the six members of the MCM gene
family and ORC2 (Moir et al., 1982; Hennessy et al.,though coprecipitation of ORC-associated origin DNA
was reduced in prereplicative cells (Figure 2), it was still 1991; Hopwood and Dalton, 1996; Zou et al., 1997). The
interactions we observed between Cdc45p and origindetectable above background levels and was reduced
or eliminated by mutations in ORC1 and ORC2 (data not DNA were indistinguishable from those of Mcm4p and
Mcm7p (data not shown), leading us to conclude thatshown). Together, these results argue that ORC is a
component of the pre-RC. In addition, we conclude that Cdc45p is also a component of the pre-RC.
Our data addressing the assembly and compositionORC is a member of the post-RC based on the efficient
coprecipitation of ORC-origin DNA complexes in an of the pre-RC are consistent with and extend previous
studies of the assembly of ORC, Cdc6p, and MCM pro-ORC1- and ORC2-dependent manner from G2/M cells
(Figure 1). Our results have not implicated any other teins on total chromatin. In Xenopus laevis, analysis of
XlORC, XlCdc6p, and XlMCM proteins strongly sug-protein in the post-RC structure. As a whole, our results
provide strong evidence that ORC is bound to yeast gested that these factors associate with total chromatin
in an ordered fashion: XlORC is required for XlCdc6porigins throughout most if not all of the cell cycle.
chromatin association, and both factors are required for
XlMCM proteins to bind tightly to the chromatin (Cole-The MCM Proteins and Cdc45p Are Components
of the Prereplicative Complex man et al., 1996; Romanowski et al., 1996a; Rowles et
al., 1996). Our results are consistent with a similar setWe have identified an association between Mcm4p and
Mcm7p and origin DNA sequences in G1 cells that re- of ordered events leading to origin-specific pre-RC as-
sembly. Whereas ORC association with origin DNA wasquires ORC and Cdc6p function (Figure 4B and data not
shown). Thus, we conclude that Mcm4p and Mcm7p are independent of Cdc6p and MCM activity, MCM protein
loading onto and continued association with origin DNApresent in the pre-RC; and because the MCM proteins
Cell
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during G1 was dependent on ORC and Cdc6p function
(Figure 4B). A previous study of MCM association with
total chromatin isolated from G1-arrested yeast cells
has suggested that Cdc6p function is required for MCM
loading onto chromatin but that maintenance of this
interaction is independent of Cdc6p (Donovan et al.,
1997). By addressing the sequence specificity of MCM-
chromatin interactions, our results indicate, at least in
S. cerevisiae, that origins of DNA replication are the
principal chromatin binding sites of MCM proteins dur-
ing G1.
MCM Proteins and Cdc45p as Putative Members
of Replication Forks
Our finding that MCM proteins and Cdc45p associate
with origin DNA during G1 and with nonorigin DNA dur-
Figure 8. A Model of DNA Replication Complexes during the Celling S phase broadens the scope of their function during
Cycle
the cell cycle. Existing models of MCM function posit
After binding the origin DNA, the ORC-origin complex is recognized
that these proteins are distributed along the chromatin by Cdc6p, which recruits MCMs to the origin forming the pre-RC.
before DNA replication and are displaced by passage It is likely that there are other factors in the pre-RC (e.g., Dbf4p);
of the replication fork (Dutta and Bell, 1997). Our data however, they are not illustrated as it is not clear if they are stable
members of the pre-RC. We hypothesize that activation of this com-can accommodate this hypothesis if we postulate that
plex leads to the formation of unwound DNA at the origin, and thataccessibility to MCMs is high at origin DNA and low at
this structure recruits the DNA replication enzymes (e.g., DNA Pole)nonorigin DNA during G1. Upon initiation, MCM proteins
and their accessory proteins to the origin forming the replicative
at or near the origin are displaced, and accessibility to complex (RC). It is possible, however, that the origin has yet to
MCM proteins would increase at nonorigin DNA. Alterna- unwind when DNA Pole binds the origin. After initiation, we suggest
tively, the observed redistribution of MCM proteins that MCM proteins and Cdc45p becomecomponents of the resulting
replicative complex at the replication fork. See Discussion for de-could be due to an initial concentration of MCM protein
tails.at origin DNA in G1 that dissociates upon initiation and
binds nonorigin DNA. If this is the case, MCM proteins
must have at least two modes of DNA binding: one that Mcm4p and DNA Pole with the sequences 8 kb from the
origins (305 1 8 kb and 306 1 8 kb) in HU-treated cellsis dependent on Cdc6p and activates origin function
and a second that is independent of Cdc6p (Cdc6p is argues that by reducing the rate of fork movement, the
rate of MCM redistribution is also reduced. Taken to-degraded at the G1/S transition; Piatti et al., 1995) and
cannot activate origins of replication. gether, these results provide compelling evidence that
MCM proteins and Cdc45p are components of the pre-A third model that most closely fits our data is that
MCM proteins and Cdc45p load at origins of replication RC and, upon initiation, become components of a repli-
cation fork moving away from the origin.and, upon entry into S phase, move with the replication
fork (Figure 8). This is supported by our finding that Several properties of the MCM proteins are consistent
with a role at the replication fork. First, human MCMthese proteins are components of the pre-RC and are
principally associated with origin DNA during G1. Fur- proteins were identified by their association with DNA
Pola/primase complexes (Thommes et al., 1992). Sec-thermore, several criteria support the hypothesis that
MCM proteins and Cdc45p act at or move with replica- ond, the most conserved region of the MCM amino acid
sequences shows strong similarity to DNA-dependenttion forks. First, MCM proteins, Cdc45p, and the replica-
tive DNA Pole exhibit similar temporal patterns of DNA ATPases (Koonin, 1993), suggesting that MCM proteins
have the ability to use the energy of ATP hydrolysis tointeractions during S phase, associating first with origins
and subsequently with increasingly distal nonorigin se- move along the DNA. Third, association of yeast MCM
proteins with total chromatin during the cell cycle isquences. The rapid degradation of Cdc6p protein at
the G1/S transition (Piatti et al., 1995) argues that the highest in G1, decreases during S phase (HU arrested),
and is very low during G2 and M (Yan et al., 1993; Dono-mechanism of MCM-nonorigin DNA association in S
phase is distinct from its association with the pre-RC. van et al., 1997). Similarly, Xenopus MCM proteins are
removed from the chromatin as DNA replication pro-Second, experiments employing hydroxyurea (HU) to
inhibit DNA synthesis found a persisting association of ceeds (Kubota et al., 1995; Madine et al., 1995), as would
be expected if MCM proteins are released from chro-Mcm4p and DNA Pole with origin DNA, suggesting that
robust elongation is necessary for MCM proteins to dis- matin as replication forks meet. Interestingly, release
of Xenopus MCM proteins is inhibited by addition ofsociate from origin-proximal DNA. Because cells ar-
rested in early S phase with HU exhibit ORC-origin asso- aphidicolin (an inhibitor of DNA Polymerases), consis-
tent with inhibition of replication fork function preventingciations indicative of the post-RC (data not shown), we
conclude that the continued association of MCM pro- release of MCM proteins. This replication-dependent
association of MCM proteins with S phase chromatinteins with origin-proximal DNA is due to the inhibition
of elongation rather than a failure to disassemble the strongly suggests a role for these proteins after the
initiation of DNA replication.pre-RC. Third, the delay in the peak associations of
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Immunocytological analyses in human and Xenopus or the Cdc7p/Dbf4p kinase could effect changes in the
composition or conformation of the pre-RC, resulting incells have shown that MCM proteins do not colocalize
with foci of dUTP incorporated into newly synthesized DNA Pole association with the origin. Alternatively, it
is possible that recruitment of DNA Pole to the originDNA (Kimura et al., 1994; Madine et al., 1995; Todorov
et al., 1995; Romanowski et al., 1996b). This result would coincides with the formation of the first primer±template
junction at the origin. Exclusion of certain replicationappear to conflict with our data that suggest an asso-
ciation of the MCMs with replication forks. There are enzymes from the pre-RC may provide a regulatory
mechanism to prevent precocious DNA synthesis.several possible reasons for this. First, our study selec-
tively analyzes MCM proteins associated with and The association of DNA Polymerase e with the origin
complex defines a molecular intermediate that coin-cross-linked to DNA, whereas immunocytological tech-
niques are likely to detect a more diverse population cides with the transition from the pre-RC to the post-
RC (Figure 8). This complex is distinguished from theof these abundant proteins, including non±chromatin-
bound species. Second, sites of dUTP incorporation pre-RC and post-RC by at least two protein compo-
nents, Pole and Pold (data not shown), and its relativelyclearly represent replicated DNA molecules but may not
colocalize with replication forks where only a small frac- transitory nature at origins. We suggest this complex
be termed the replicative complex(RC) because its com-tion of the replicated DNA need be present at any time.
Third, RPA-containing foci and the sites of dUTP incor- ponentry and kinetics strongly suggest it plays a role
at the replication fork. The MCM proteins and Cdc45pporation do not preferentially colocalize with either
XlOrc2p or XlCdc6p, which, like the MCMs, are required appear to be shared by the pre-RC and the RC. Analysis
of this DNA replication intermediate will provide an im-for initiation of replication (Coleman et al., 1996; Ro-
manowski et al., 1996b). In fact, formation of RPA-con- portant tool to dissect the mechanisms that regulate the
G1/S transition and the temporal control of replicationtaining foci occurs in the absence of XlOrc2p and
XlCdc6p. Thus, the relationship between replication foci initiation during S phase.
and specific replication structures such as ORC DNA-
binding sites and replication forks remains unclear. Fi-
Experimental Proceduresnally, we cannot rule out that there are bona fide differ-
ences in certain basic aspects of the replication process Plasmid Constructions
between S. cerevisiae and Xenopus cells. HA-epitope-tagged gene fusions were constructed by PCR ampli-
fication of the coding regions of interest and insertion of these
products into plasmid pSF323. A SacI- or NotI-triple-HA cassette
Possible Mechanisms of MCM Function was inserted into the resulting plasmids, creating a C-terminal fu-
The function of the MCM proteins both during initiation sion with each coding sequences. An N±terminally deleted fragment
and elongation is unknown; however, the properties of of each gene fusion was subcloned into an integrating vector of the
pRS family (Sikorski and Hieter, 1989). The resulting plasmids,these proteins suggests several interesting possibilities.
p306-ORC1-HA/C, p404-CDC54-HA/C, p404-CDC47-HA/C, p404-The presence of a DNA-dependent ATPase motif in each
CDC45-HA/C, p403-CDC6-HA/C, and p405-Pole-HA/C, were di-of the MCM proteins suggests that MCM proteins may
gested for yeast transformation.
act as a DNA helicase. DNA helicases are frequently
hexameric, and those that are involved in chromosomal
Strain Constructionsreplication often associate with DNA polymerases. In
OAy470 (MATa, ura3±1, trp1±1, leu2±3,112, his3±11,15, ade2±1,addition, DNA helicases are frequently recruited to the
can1±100, bar1::hisG, derived from W303±1a) was the parent for
origin initially by protein±protein interactions prior to most of the strains used in this study. Strains OAy576±580 were
initiation (Baker and Kornberg, 1992). Thus, the associa- derived from SP1-WT, SP1-A, SP1-B1, SP1-B2, and SP1-B3, re-
tion of MCM proteins with yeast origins prior to initiation, spectively (Marahrens and Stillman, 1994). OAy558 (MATa, ura3±52,
leu2±3, 112, bar1::LEU2), and OAy559 (MATa, cdc46±1, ura3±52,the potential association of MCMs with DNA Pola, and
leu2±3, 112, bar1::LEU2) were derived from DBy2063 and DBy2028,the likelihood that MCM proteins are in a heterohexa-
respectively (Moir et al., 1982). The orc1±161 strain (OAy422) willmeric complex supports this hypothesis (Dutta and Bell,
be described in detail elsewhere. Epitope tags were constructed
1997). It is also possible that MCM proteins act as chro- by homologous recombination that disrupted the wild-type allele
matin-remodeling factors, similar to the SWI/SNF/NURF and simultaneously created a C-terminal epitope-tagged version of
chromatin-remodeling factors (Kingston et al., 1996), the gene.
preparing the chromatin for efficient passage of the rep-
lication fork. More in-depth analysis of the biochemical
Yeast Methods
properties of the MCM proteins will be required to eluci- For a factor arrests, cells were suspended in fresh YEPD containing
date their exact role in the DNA replication process. 50 mM phthalic acid (pH 5 5.5) and 30 nM a factor at OD600 5
0.5 and incubated 3.5 hr at 238C. For a factor block and release
experiments, cells were arrested for 4 hr at 238C; a factor was
Identification of a Novel Replication Complex removed by centrifugation, and cells were resuspended in medium
Our analysis of DNA Pole±origin association suggests containing 0.1 mg/ml pronase E (Sigma) at OD600 5 1.0. Hydroxyurea
(Fluka) was used at 200 mM. For nocodazole arrests, cells werethat DNA Pole is recruited to the origin after formation
resuspended in fresh YEPD containing 10 mg/ml nocodazole (Sigma)of the pre-RC. In contrast to MCM proteins and Cdc45p,
at OD600 5 0.5 and incubated 3.5 hr at 238C. A minimum of 95% of theDNA Pole is not associated with origin DNA during the
cells were unbudded in a factor±arrested cultures, and 85%±90% ofG1 phase of the cell cycle. Instead, DNA Pole-origin
the cells were dumbbell shaped in thenocodazole-arrested cultures.
binding is first observed at approximately the time of Block and release with the cdc15±2 allele (OAy556) was carried out
initiation of DNA replication and is not inhibited by hy- by a 4 hr incubation at 378C. FACS analysis was performed as
described previously (Bell et al., 1993).droxyurea. Signals relayed by a cyclin-dependent kinase
Cell
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Chromatin Immunoprecipitations Chong, J.P., Thommes, P., and Blow, J.J. (1996). The role of MCM/
P1 proteins in the licensing of DNA replication. Trends Biochem.Chromatin-containing extracts were prepared as previously de-
Sci. 21, 102±106.scribed (Strahl-Bolsinger et al., 1997) with one modification. The
soluble fraction of the whole cell extract was discarded, and the Cocker, J.H., Piatti, S., Santocanale, C., Nasmyth, K., and Diffley,
insoluble pellet was resuspended in 500 ml of lysis buffer. This J.F. (1996). An essential role for the Cdc6 protein in forming the
chromatin-containing suspension was sonicated to yield an average prereplicative complexes of budding yeast. Nature 379, 180±182.
DNA size of 500 bp (range 100±1000 bp), clarified by centrifugation, Coleman, T.R., Carpenter, P.B., and Dunphy, W.G. (1996). The Xeno-
and subjected to immunoprecipitation with anti-HA monoclonalanti- pus Cdc6 protein is essential for the initiation of a single round of
body (12CA5), anti-Orc2p (SB46), or anti-Orc3p (SB3) monoclonal DNA replication in cell-free extracts. Cell 87, 53±63.
antibodies cross-linked to protein G±agarose beads (Pharmacia).
Dahmann, C., Diffley, J.F., and Nasmyth, K.A. (1995). S phase±
promoting cyclin-dependent kinases prevent rereplication by inhib-
PCR Analyses and Primers iting the transition of replication origins to a prereplicative state.
Of the precipitated DNA, 1/50 was subjected to 25 cycles of PCR Curr. Biol. 5, 1257±1269.
for analysis of Orc1p-HA precipitations, or 28 cycles of PCR for
Diffley, J.F., and Cocker, J.H. (1992). Protein±DNA interactions at aanalysis of Mcm4p-HA, Mcm7p-HA, Cdc45p-HA, Pole-HA, Cdc6p-
yeast replication origin. Nature 357, 169±172.HA, and untagged control precipitations; 1/25 of the precipitated
Diffley, J.F., Cocker, J.H., Dowell, S.J., and Rowley, A. (1994). TwoDNA was subjected to 25 PCR cycles for analysis of Orc2p and
steps in the assembly of complexes at yeast replication origins inOrc3p precipitations. Of the input DNA samples, 1/10,000th were
vivo. Cell 78, 303±316.subjected to 25 PCR cycles for all experiments; however, 28 cycles
Donovan, S., Harwood, J., Drury, L.S., and Diffley, J.F. (1997).were used for some quantitations (see below). PCR reactions were
Cdc6p-dependent loading of Mcm proteins onto prereplicativeperformed as described previously except that primers were used
chromatin in budding yeast. Proc. Natl. Acad. Sci. USA 94, 5611±at 1 mM (Strahl-Bolsinger et al., 1997). Sequences of the PCRprimers
5616.used are available upon request. PCR products were separated on
6% polyacrylamide gels, stained with EtBr, and photographed with Dutta, A., and Bell,S.P. (1997). Initiation of DNA replication in eukary-
Polaroid 665 film. The negatives were scanned directly into Canvas otic cells. Ann. Rev. Cell Dev. Biol. 13, in press.
5 (Deneba). Fox, C.A., Loo, S., Dillin, A., and Rine, J. (1995). The origin recognition
Quantifications described in the text were performed by compar- complex has essential functions in transcriptional silencing and
ing the amount of a specific immunoprecipitated DNA sequence to chromosomal replication. Genes Dev. 9, 911±924.
the amount of the same sequence present in the extract prior to Gibson, S.I., Surosky, R.T., and Tye, B.K. (1990). The phenotype of
immunoprecipitation (input DNA). Titrations of DNA from both pre- the minichromosome maintenance mutant mcm3 is characteristic of
cipitates and input DNA samples were PCR amplified using an equal mutants defective in DNA replication. Mol. Cell Biol. 10, 5707±5720.
number of cycles. Based on the dilution factor of the input DNA
Hecht, A., Strahl, B.S., and Grunstein, M. (1996). Spreading of tran-required to achieve equal amounts of product in the input DNA and
scriptional repressor SIR3 from telomeric heterochromatin. Naturecoimmunoprecipitated DNA±PCR reactions, the percentage of total
383, 92±96.input DNA that was immunoprecipitated was calculated. Fold en-
Hennessy, K.M., Lee, A., Chen, E., and Botstein, D. (1991). A grouprichment of origin DNA relative to nonorigin DNA was calculated
of interacting yeast DNA replication genes. Genes Dev. 5, 958±969.as the ratio of the percentage of origin DNA precipitated to the
Hopwood, B., and Dalton, S. (1996). Cdc45p assembles into a com-percentage of nonorigin DNA precipitated and was reproducible
plex with Cdc46p/Mcm5p, is required for minichromosome mainte-within 2-fold among multiple experiments. The quantitations in Fig-
nance, and is essential for chromosomal DNA replication. Proc. Natl.ures 6 and 7 (% Bound) were determined by analysis of the scanned
Acad. Sci. USA 93, 12309±12314.images using NIH Image 1.61 software. The densitometric value for
each PCR reaction of an immunoprecipitated sample was divided Jacob, F., Brenner, S., and Cuzin, F. (1963). On the regulation of
by the value for the PCR reaction of its corresponding input DNA DNA replication in bacteria. Cold Spring Harbor Symp. Quant. Biol.
sample and multiplied by the appropriate dilution factor. 28, 329±348.
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